In this paper, we link concepts from nonuniform sampling, smoothness function spaces, interpolation, and denoising to derive a suite of multiscale, maximum-smoothness interpolation algorithms. We formulate the interpolation problem as the optimization of finding the signal that matches the given samples with smallest norm in a function smoothness space. For signals in the Besov space
INTRODUCTION
The problem of signal reconstruction from nonuniformly sampled data arises in many contexts, including sampling systems with sampling jitter, the design of irregularly spaced antenna arrays, the reconstruction of signals from missing samples, and the processing of geophysical data. In higher dimensions, interpolation from non-Cartesian coordinates is central to many important imaging problems, such as tomography, synthetic aperture radar, and radio astronomy. Computer graphics, in addition, must routinely process nonuniformly distributed samples of images and volumes.
The signal interpolation problem is ill-posed in that there exist an infinite number of continuous-time functions passing through a given set of samples. Hence, interpolation must be formulated as an optimization problem with side constraints to narrow down the class of candidate solutions. One popular reconstruction approach is bandlimited interpolation: we seek the bandlimited signal of minimum energy that passes through the samples [la]. In this case, the optimal minimum-mean-square-error solution is known [2] , and regularization schemes have been developed to improve the problem's nu- In this paper, we formulate a new approach to signal interpolation from nonuniform samples. In multiscale maximumsmoothness interpolation we select the signal passing through the samples that has minimum smoothness norm (hence maximum smoothness) in an appropriate function space. Unlike the space of bandlimited functions, smoothness spaces such as Sobolev and Besov spaces contain life-like signals with discontinuities and nonstationarities. Since these function spaces are simply parameterized in the wavelet domain [5], our interpolation algorithm reduces to straightforward processing of the wavelet coefficients of the signal samples. As a bonus, we will derive a simple yet powerful multiscale regularization scheme for interpolating noisy signals that reduces to simple thresholding of the wavelet coefficients.
For signals containing singularities, wavelet-based interpolation offers real performance advantages. Figure 1 demonstrates the supremacy of wavelet-based interpolation over bandlimited and spline interpolation for Donoho's HeaviSine signal [6] , which contains both smooth and edgy regions.
After reviewing the relevant theory on wavelets and smoothness spaces in Section 2, we present our algorithm in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 provides several illustrative examples, while Section 6 introduces regularization. We close in Section 7 with conclusions and perspectives on future work.
WAVELETS AND SMOOTHNESS SPACES
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) represents a 1-D, continuous-time signal f in terms of shifted versions of a lowpass scaling function (b and shifted and dilated versions of a prototype bandpass wavelet function . I C, [7] . For special choices of 4 and +, the functions 4 j j , k ( t ) 2JI2 4(zjt -k), $ j , k ( t ) E Zj'2+ ( 2 j t -k), j , k E Z form an orthonormal basis for L2, ' and we have the representation [7] In this paper, we consider only functions defined on a finite interval I. For finite, discrete data, an orthonormal discrete wavelet transformation matrix W that takes the data vector to a wavelet/scaling coefficient vector can be constructed by "periodization" The three hyperparameters have natural interpretations: a p-norm of the wavelet coefficients is taken within each scale j , a q-norm is taken across scale, and the smoothness parameter cx thus controls the rate of decay of the wj,k across scale (frequency). Very roughly speaking, the parameter a corresponds to the number of wellbehaved derivatives of f ; hence, the larger the a, the smoother the functions in B:(LP(I)) [S, 111. Do not be misled by the terminology "smoothness space" -for a < 1, Besov spaces contain discontinuous functions.
A simple but useful set of Besov spaces are the Sobolev spaces,
In the wavelet domain, we have The problem is to estimate the original continuous-time signal f from the given nonuniform samples according to some optimality criterion. When the given signal samples are noisy, the signal estimation problem consists of both interpolation and denoising. In our algorithm, the optimality criterion will be the Besov norm of the reconstructed signal, which we will minimize in order to maximize the smoothness of the reconstruction.
Define, the dyadic points at scale j to be { i / Z j , i = 0, l,,. . . , Z3 -1). Define the scale-j dyadic intervals I;
[i/Z3 , (i + 1)/Z3). To simplify the derivation, we will approximate the set of sampling points { t l , . . . t N } with a subset of dyadic points at a certain scale j = J . That is, let us assume that ti = ni/2' for i = 1 , . . . , N . The error resulting from this approximation depends on the regularity of the signal and the scale .J.3 The starting scale J should be chosen large enough to make the dyadic approximation of sampling points accurate, as long as the size of the resulting interpolation problem is manageable.
Being given samples of the signal only at the points ti necessarily means that we have no information at other dyadic points. In terms of the wavelet transform, this means that we have no knowledge of the scaling coefficients at points other than ti. and Because (1) is an underdetermined system of equations, there exist many different solutions for w that match the given sampled data fN. For the minimum Besov solution, we choose the w that both satisfies (1) and minimizes I l f I l~; (~~(~) ) .
Because of the simple charactenzation of Besov norms in terms of the wavelet coefficients of f , we can repose this interpolation problem as a wavelet-domain optimization problem. For a general Besov space E?, " (&(I)), the problem of finding the signal that obeys (1) while minimizing 1) f 11~; ( L p ( I ) ) becomes a nonlinear constrained optimization problem in R N [lo] . For p , q 1 1, this is a convex functional with linear constraints optimization (while simple, for large N the computational cost of this minimization could be nontrivial). For Sobolev spaces, however, the solution is even more straightforward. Let 5 = [2-"j1 SI, 2-pj2s2,. . . , 2 -" j M s~] . Then, the leastsquares solution of (2) can be written as sT(gST)-'fN, and the the solution to the original problem is obtained by restoring the weighting: w = diag{2-"j1 , .. . , 2-"j'} gT(%*)-'fN.
The desired time-domain interpolation can be obtained by inverse wavelet transform of i?. Ignoring the error in dyadic approximation, the interpolated signal is maximally smooth in the sense of Sobolev norm among all functions passing through the samples. 
EXAMPLES
To illustrate the behavior of the maximum smoothness interpolator for both smooth and irregular signal regions, we choose Donoho's HeaviSine signal [6] for the test. For a discrete realization of the interpolation algorithm, we approximate the underlying continuous-time signal by its uniform samples at 1024 points. For signals living in the interval I = [0,1], this corresponds to assuming that the finest scale is J = 10. In order to eliminate the error due to dyadic approximation to isolate the behavior of the interpolation algorithm, we assume that the set of nonuniform sampling points is a subset of the 2' dyadic points. In all cases we employed the 0 8 wavelet [7] . Figure 2 illustrates the performance of the interpolator when the nonuniform samples are relatively dense. We randomly chose N = 256 of the 1024 dyadic points as the nonuniform sampling points. In the Figure we plot the 256 nonuniform samples, and reconstructions using maximum smoothness interpolation with a = 0.5 and 0.9. For a properly chosen a, the maximum-smoothness interpolation approximates the original signal very well. Note how larger a results in more signal smoothing. Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the interpolator when the sampling density is low. We randomly chose N = 32 of the 1024 dyadic points as the nonuniform sampling points. In the Figure we plot the 32 nonuniform samples, and reconstructions by maximum smoothness interpolation with a = 0.8 and 2.0. Again, we see that the smoothness of the interpolated signal increases with a. Because the sampling density here is low, we must impose more regularity in order to connect the given sample points. Sampling destroys the details of the original signal, so it is natural for the interpolated signal to be smoother than the original. However, with our multiscale algorithm, the interpolated signal retains the discontinuities of the original signal. This is a clear advantage over usual bandlimited signal interpolation, where the discontinuities are necessarily smoothed. 
REGULARIZATION VIA WAVELET DENOISING
When noise corrupts the signal samples, maximum-smoothness interpolation may not satisfactory. See, for example, Figure 1 where we interpolate under the same conditions as in Figure 2 except with samples corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. Although the interpolated signal becomes smoother as we increase a, we can never completely remove the noisy character of the interpolated signal. This is because the interpolated signal must necessarily pass through all sample points, even when the sample values are noisy. Hence, the smoothest function matching noisy samples can be very irregular (with large smoothness norm).
Regularization can be employed to yield smoother interpolations at the expense of errors in matching the given sample points. The regularization of functions in Besov space can be formulated as a variational problem in the wavelet domain [ll] . Astonishingly, in many cases regularization can be accomplished simply by shrinking the signal wavelet coefficients. Figure l(f) shows the signal obtained by hard thresholding the wavelet coefficients of the signal in (e) with threshold 7 = 0.7 before inverting the wavelet transform. By proper choice of the threshold, the sampling noise can be suppressed at the expense of only minimal distortion in the estimated signal.
Other interpolation dgorithms do not have this joint interpolatiodregularization capability. Bandlimited interpolation leaves much to be desired, because the bandlimit cannot be set appropriately: A large bandlimit results in noisy interpolation (see Figure l(c) ), while a small bandlimit oversmooths the signal. Even worse, cubic spline interpolations are extremely noisy, especially when the sampling is very irregular (see Figure l(d) ).
The choice of the regularization parameter (wavelet threshold) depends on the properties desired in the underlying signal. Unfortunately, the interpolated signal obtained by minimum-smoothness norm interpolation is difficult to characterize, even if the noise in the signal samples is white Gaussian.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated the efficacy of a new multiscale maximum-smoothness interpolator for both signal reconstruction and joint reconstructioddenoising. Our algorithm is straightforward, owing to the remarkably simple characterization of the Sobolev and Besov smoothness spaces by wavelets. In fact, for Sobolev space, the entire algorithm reduces to a simple leastsquares problem in the wavelet domain. Extension to higher dimensions (for image and volume data) is trivial.
Investigation of the behavior of maximum smoothness interpolator for other smoothness spaces remains a topic of future research. currently, we are developing methods to automatically set the smoothness and regularization parameters for a given problem and investigating the accuracy of the dyadic sampling approximation in terms of signal regularity.
